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A safe and convenient way to silky-smooth skin

Effortless wet or dry shaving

With this all-round ladyshaver, you can shave your whole body quickly, easily and

safely. The secret is the small shaving head that cuts hairs quickly while protecting

your skin. Enjoy a soft, smooth feeling after every use!

Safe & effective shaving

Safe & efficient ladyshaver gives a close shave

Convenient shaving

Wet & dry for use in or outside the shower

Battery-powered so you can carry it anywhere

The protection cap protects the shaving foil from damage

SatinGirl lady-shaver comes with a 2-year guarantee

Comfortable shaving

Sleek design for easy and comfortable handling.



Compact ladyshaver HP6341/05

Highlights Specifications

Safe & efficient ladyshaver

SatinGirl lady-shaver has a small shaving head

that cuts the hairs very carefully, leaving your

body silky-smooth while protecting your skin

Wet & dry use

You can use the shaver anytime, anywhere,

including in or out of the shower.

Sleek design

Fits perfectly in your hand for easy and

comfortable use.

Portable

SatinGirl lady-shaver is battery-powered so

you can easily take it anywhere you go.

Protection cap

The protection cap protects the shaving foil

from damage.

2-year guarantee

SatinGirl lady-shaver comes with a 2-year

guarantee.

 

Technical data

Material foil: Nickel

Accessories

Protection cap

Features

Battery-powered Ladyshave

Safe shaving system

Wet & Dry

2 year guarantee

Ergonomic grip

Portable

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

How? They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime

reliability.
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